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Pyrogeography, historical
ecology, and the human
dimensions of fire regimes

ABSTRACT

In our 2011 synthesis (Bowman et al., Jour-

nal of Biogeography, 2011, 38, 2223–2236),
we argued for a holistic approach to

human issues in fire science that we term

‘pyrogeography’. Coughlan & Petty (Jour-

nal of Biogeography, 2013, 40, 1010–1012)
critiqued our paper on the grounds that

our ‘pyric phase’ model was built on

outdated views of cultural development,

claiming we developed it to be the unifying

explanatory framework for all human–fire
sciences. Rather, they suggest that ‘histori-

cal ecology’ could provide such a frame-

work. We used the ‘pyric transition’ for

multiple purposes but did not offer it as an

exclusive explanatory framework for pyro-

geography. Although ‘historical ecology’ is

one of many useful approaches to studying

human–fire relationships, scholars should

also look to political and evolutionary ecol-

ogy, ecosystems and complexity theories, as

well as empirical generalizations to build

an interdisciplinary fire science that incor-

porates human, ecological and biophysical

dimensions of fire regimes.

Keywords Ecosystems ecology, evolution-

ary ecology, historical ecology, human–fire
dynamics, political ecology, pyric transition,
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INTRODUCTION

We recently highlighted the place of human

behaviours within larger issues of fire

regime variability and change (Bowman

et al., 2011). We called for greater integra-

tion of the natural sciences, social sciences

and humanities to produce a more holistic

view of human–fire relationships across

space and through time, an approach we

term ‘pyrogeography’. Coughlan & Petty

(2012, 2013) also champion the develop-

ment of an integrated human–natural fire
science, arguing that this is best achieved by

‘historical ecology’, presumably referring to

an anthropological paradigm that posits

particular relationships between human

agency and environmental change (Bal�ee,

1998, 2006; Coughlan & Petty, 2012). In

making their case they were critical of our

synthetic approach, which seeks to blend a

diversity of intellectual traditions and

approaches, and in making their case appear

to have misunderstood our ethos and some

specific examples. Specifically, Coughlan &

Petty (2013) criticize our use of the ‘pyric

phase’ model as simplistic, deterministic

and based on long discredited anthropologi-

cal theories. They conflate our use of pyric

phases with modes of economic organiza-

tion and interpret our use of the ‘pyric tran-

sition’ as a unifying theory of human–fire
relationships. In their interpretation of our

framework, Coughlan and Petty have also

misunderstood our reference to human–
fire–climate relationships in tropical forests.

Here we take the opportunity to elaborate

on our approach to remedy any misappre-

hensions of our earlier work.

Our adaptation of Pyne’s (2001) ‘pyric

transition’ was intended to highlight under-

appreciated interconnections among

organic evolution, the biosphere, and

human economies, ecologies and ideologies,

as well as the connections among the tradi-

tional academic disciplines that study them.

We do not advocate it as a universal explan-

atory framework for all human–fire
research. Nor do we suggest that human–
fire relationships develop in a predictable,

deterministic stage scheme. We welcome

Coughlan and Petty’s suggestion to identify

existing theoretical frameworks in which to

situate interdisciplinary human–fire science,
and indeed we believe that a much broader

consideration of social-ecological theories is

in order, one that encompasses but is not

restricted to historical ecology.

HUMAN PYROGEOGRAPHY

IN A COMPLEX WORLD

A major foil for our paper (Bowman et al.,

2011) was the enduring polemic between

the ‘natural’ and ‘anthropogenic’ fire para-

digms. Despite recent evidence that homi-

nin use of fire stretches back more than 1

million years (Berna et al., 2012) and that

fire became a regular technology for many

(if not all) hominin populations between

400 and 300 ka (Roebroeks & Villa, 2011)

the polemic continues. Although distin-

guishing unambiguous evidence for

human-caused fire activity in palaeoenvi-

ronmental records is difficult with existing

methods (e.g. Ful�e et al., 2011) – a point

that we emphasized in our original paper

(Bowman et al., 2011, pp. 2224–2225) –
our inability to parse human from non-

human impacts may simply reflect the

inadequacies of current palaeohistorical

research methods for dealing with the

inherent complexities of human–fire rela-

tionships. If climate and culture are not

mutually exclusive explanations of changes

in past fire regimes (e.g. Holz & Veblen,

2011), we must develop more meaningful

research questions. To accomplish this

goal, we need a fuller appreciation of the

human dimension of fire regimes – a key

point in our 2011 paper.

Another goal of our paper was to high-

light that human contributions to fire

regimes extend beyond ignitions and active

fire suppression. Humans can affect fire

regimes via changes in ignitions, fuel loads,

fuel continuity and miroclimates, all of

which can have significant impacts on fire

regimes (e.g. Laris, 2011). Human dimen-

sions of fire regimes are embedded in

complex ecological, economic, political,

technological and social relationships.

However, it would be as much a mistake to

assume that any of these cultural intercon-

nections are necessarily significant, as it has

been a mistake to assume that climate and

culture are mutually exclusive explanations.
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The next generation of hypotheses in pyro-

geography should evaluate the relationships

among human demographic, economic,

technological, land-use and political vari-

ables with fire regimes in testable ways.

One way that this can be approached is

by focusing on the biophysical properties

of known fire regimes to identify vulnera-

bilities to changes that can be triggered by

various forms of human activity. This is

the strategy that Whitlock, McWethy and

colleagues (Whitlock et al., 2010; McWethy

et al., 2013) have used to build a set of

generalized, testable models about anthro-

pogenic fire regimes based on fire, fuel

(vegetation), ignition and climate relation-

ships. These hypotheses can then be evalu-

ated in palaeorecords, modern fire regimes

or through simulation studies (e.g. Kraw-

chuk et al., 2009).

An alternative approach is to re-formu-

late ideas about fire–culture relationships

that have developed in the humanities and

social sciences in ways that can be tested

with empirical evidence. This is the

approach that we took in our 2011 paper.

In our thought experiment, we focused on

adapting Pyne’s (2001) ‘pyric transition’

because it highlights the relationship

between combustion and human–environ-
ment interaction across space, time, econ-

omy and culture. We put forward the

‘pyric phase’ concept as a way to formalize

these ideas as testable general hypotheses

about the relationship among economies,

technologies and combustion.

Our inspiration for the ‘pyric phases’

were not the outdated developmental

schemes of 19th and early 20th century

cultural evolutionism (Laland & Brown,

2011), although we could see how readers

might interpret our Figure 3 in that way

(Bowman et al., 2011, p. 2229). Rather, we

found inspiration in the phase concept

used in complex adaptive system studies

that is akin to basins of attraction or alter-

native stable states (Beisner et al., 2003).

Phase diagrams (or ball-in-cup diagrams)

can be used to provide simplified represen-

tations of the range of conditions (in n-

dimensional space) in which a range of

socio-economic and technological arrange-

ments may be likely to result in similar or

analogous human–fire relationships

because of similar feedback loops within

these fire–society systems. In this way, the

pyric phases emphasize nonlinearities and

key entanglements among human popula-

tions, technologies, economies and pyroge-

ographies, even as change is not assumed

to be unidirectional. Although our adapta-

tion is conceptual rather than quantitative,

the complex adaptive system analysis of

social and ecological systems with multiple

basins of attraction is an emerging area of

interest for anthropologists and other

social scientists (Lansing et al., 1998; Lan-

sing, 2003; Lansing & Downey, 2011).

The pyric phase hypotheses also reiterate

the interconnectedness among wildland

fires, fossil fuel combustion and climate

change – a point that we highlighted in

our earlier paper (Bowman et al., 2009)

and that we illustrated with an example of

fire in tropical rain forests. Here, we did

not advocate total fire suppression in

tropical forests with disregard for the live-

lihood of local populations, many of

whom rely on fire use as part of agricul-

tural strategies (cf. Coughlan & Petty,

2013, p. 1011). Our point is that landscape

fire-use for economic activities, industrial

combustion and carbon emissions are all

interconnected in ways that will require

difficult compromises to devise sustainable

solutions. If reducing carbon emissions is

an agreed upon societal or global goal,

then anthropogenic fires in the tropics

should probably be reduced, but this can-

not be done without dramatic restructur-

ing of local economies. If those economies

are to be preserved, it must be done at the

expense of reducing emissions through

REDD-like schemes (e.g. Arag~ao & Shima-

bukuro, 2010), which are rife with their

own set of complications and controver-

sies. Regardless of the priority chosen,

there will be trade-offs among these

human dimensions of tropical fire regimes

and the outcomes will depend upon

anthropogenic climate change, economic,

political and social dynamics operating at

varying scales.

PYROGEOGRAPHY AND

SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL THEORIES

Coughlan & Petty (2013, p. 1011) suggest

‘historical ecology’ as a guiding framework

for human pyrogeography. However, it is

not entirely clear what they mean by this.

‘Historical ecology’ can refer to very differ-

ent paradigms. For example, in some

anthropological circles ‘historical ecology’

refers to a school of thought that is heavily

influenced by the French annales school of

history and by Marxist social theory (Bal�ee,

1998, 2006). In this paradigm, scholars

assume that all landscapes are ‘humanized’

and that all research questions are neces-

sarily anthropocentric (Bal�ee, 2006, pp.

80–81). For other scholars, ‘historical

ecology’ might simply mean an ‘epistemo-

logical commitment to the temporal

dimension in ecological analysis’ (Winterh-

alder, 1994, p. 40), and include concepts

that are more generally associated with

complex systems theories, such as resilience

and multiple meta-stable states (Winterhal-

der, 1994, pp. 36–39). ‘Historical ecology’

can also have a definition based on applied

practice, in which historical observations

and dynamics provide a science-based

framework for supporting ecological con-

servation and restoration policies and

activities (Swetnam et al., 1999). A key

concept in this paradigm is the ‘historical

range of variability’ (HRV) that is used to

identify modern excursions from ‘natural’

conditions as well as to provide targets for

restoring healthy ecosystems (Keane et al.,

2009). Although Coughlan & Petty (2013)

leave their definition of ‘historical ecology’

nebulous, elsewhere they appear to favour

the narrow anthropological use of the term

(Coughlan & Petty, 2012).

We favour the more inclusive and general

definitions of historical ecology and believe

that it is obviously important to human–fire
research. Many of the authors of this paper

are historical ecologists, although we (and

others) have also found great utility in other

bodies of social, evolutionary or ecological

theory. For example, political ecology has

been used successfully as an explanatory

tool to understand the role that power dif-

ferences can play in the implementation and

enforcement of fire policy and fire use (Kull,

2004). Evolutionary ecology provides a

framework for generating predictive, test-

able hypotheses about human decision-

making and behaviour within the context of

particular social and natural environments

(Winterhalder & Smith, 2000). Indeed,

some of these hypotheses have been

extended to human–fire relationships and

are being evaluated by anthropologists

today (Bird et al., 2012).

Additional important sources for theory

and testable hypotheses include ecosystem

ecology and complex adaptive systems

theory (Lansing et al., 1998; Holling, 2001;

Beisner et al., 2003; Lansing, 2003; Scheffer

& Carpenter, 2003). Empirical and simula-

tion studies are beginning to identify

nonlinearities and novel dynamics in

human–fire relationships (e.g. Archibald

et al., 2012). Hypotheses about the resilience

and vulnerability of different fire–climate–
culture couplings may yield important

insights about pyrogeography that have tan-

gible implications for mitigation, adaptation

and restoration in a global warming future.
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CONCLUSIONS

There are many topics on which we agree

with Coughlan and Petty. We agree that

current fire history methods may be inade-

quate to distinguish human contributions

to ancient fire regimes. We agree that

social, economic and political changes are

likely to result in changes in human–fire
relationships (Coughlan & Petty, 2012,

p. 481), although we would add technolog-

ical, land-use, climate and demographic

changes to this point. In fact, this point is

not dissimilar from the suggestion inherent

in our formal treatment of the pyric

phases (Bowman et al., 2011). We agree

that too much attention has been paid to

human impacts on ignitions to the detri-

ment of all other dimensions of human–
fire relationships. We agree that our goal

should be to identify and explain the

diversity of human–fire relationships.

Although we offered our adaption of the

pyric phases as one avenue to stimulate

future research and to frame thinking

about sustainable fire management (Bow-

man et al., 2013), we think that it will be

important to seek inspiration from a broad

range of empirical, historical and theoreti-

cal sources and should not be limited to

any particular paradigm.

We hope that more natural scientists,

social scientists and humanists will engage

the complexity of these issues and with

each other. We recognize that cross-disci-

plinary communication and research part-

nerships will be a major challenge for

pyrogeography (Pyne, 2007). Our research

group has been fundamentally interdisci-

plinary from its inception and we recog-

nize the challenges of interdisciplinarity in

practice. The importance of fire in earth

systems processes and the impacts of our

decisions (or indecisions) on sustainable

fire management, human health, liveli-

hoods, property, ecosystems and Earth’s

climate mean that we cannot afford to

allow disciplinary and conceptual bound-

aries to impede our understanding of the

complexities of human–fire relationships

(Scott et al., 2014).
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